Strong similarities between control theory and the theory on the solution of operator equations have been observed and basic results i n control theory have been derived from operator theory arguments. The purpose of this work is to use the underlying duality i n order to develop analysis and synthesis techniques for nonlinear systems.
INTRODUCTION

Control theory
has had positive interactions with operator theory i n the past.
A number of control researchers have noticed (Astr'h and Wittenmark1) and some have used an underlying d u a l i t y between control theory and the theory on the solution of operator equations, to establish strong quantitative results.
It suffices to mention a few: Kalman2 w a s first to use contraction principle arguments to study the stability of autonomous discrete systems.
Zames3 then used the same principle to derive t h e so called small gain, circle and conicity stability conditions for continuous input-output systems. Much later, the singular value decomposition method, originally introduced in the study of the sensitivity of linear o rator inversion, was employed by Doyle and Stein 8" and The purpose of this paper is to establish the duality between controller design and algorithm development for the solution of operator equations.
A number of meaningful control objectives can be formulated as operator inversion problems, which i n turn have good practical as well as theoretical support. This framework allows us to address nonlinear cont r o l l e r design in a general and intuitively clear manner. A t the present stage, no hope is expressed to exhaust the subject, but rather to expose a concept and illustrate its applications.
In Section 11 the notation, some basic notions and necessary computational tools are introduced.
In Section 111 a framework for the stability analysis of discrete open and closed loop nonlinear systems is developed, based on the Contraction Mapping Principle. Control law synthesis is discussed i n Section IV and control laws are derived based on the Newton method for linear and nonlinear systems. Examples of the control law applications to linear and nonlinear systems are included i n Section V. Section V I summarizes and concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Assumptions:
The systems considered are governed by the vector ordinary differential equations:
the Nyquist stability criterion.
where x E Rn is the state of the system and for every t 6 LO,-), u ( t ) E Rm is the input, with the coranalysis issues, such as stability and robustness. Practically all these results are confined t o responding output map (u E Rm):
The implicationi for synthesis and hesign have yet t o be studied. The focus of t h i s work is feedback cont r o l l e r design: if the controller design problem could be formulated as an operator equation, it could benefit i n both the analysis and synthesis aspects from a relatively well developed theory on the solution of operator equations.
For linear systems no major gains are to be expected, since the implied operator inversion has been either explicitly (Garcia and Morari6) 
Existence and uniqueness of solutions of ( 1 ) are assumed. In the present stage of research, exact modelling is assumed and the state vector is f u l l y accessible.
For open loop stable systems, the assumption on the accessibility of the states is not restrictive since any unknown s t a t e component will dissipate with time.
It is, however, crucial for unstable systems.
The system inputs will be assumed to be piecewise constant functions t o reduce the problem a t hand to a finite dimensional space.
Notation: The l e t t e r s is used as a superscript t o mark the discrete time. The sth sampling interval extends from ts to t S + l . T = ts+l -t S is the (constant) sampling time;
x s is the state at tS; us is the system input, held constant over (ts, tS+' I.
In the discrete setting of the study, x(t2;tl ,x,u) is the solution of (1) a t time t 2 for u ( t ) = u(tl-<tit2), and initial condition X(t1;tl ,x,u) = x; will denote the s t a t e of the system a t t = tstl, i.e. x~+ 1 : xs dzf xstl -X(tS+T;tS,xs,uS)
(3)
Since ( 1 ) is stationary:
X(tl+At;tl,x,u) = x(tz+At;t2,x,u). Therefore time will be dropped from the parameter list and the following convention will be used: xs = x(T;xS,uS) = X(tS+T;ts,xsus) 
(6)
For a linear system (5) and (6) can be integrated explicitly, yielding;
where A is the state feedback matrix of the state space realization of the system. where B now is the input matrix of the state space representation of the system.
In a similar manner the second and higher order derivatives can be computed.
System Operator Under the existence and uniqueness assumptions, systems governed by ( 1 ) generate a well defined operator, which maps states x9 at the beginning of a sampling interval ts and inputs us constant over that sampling interval t o s t a t e s xstl = x(T;xS,uS) and outputs ystl = g(xSt5) a t tStl. The system operator is denoted by N Rn x Rm 3(x,u) + (x,y) E Rn x Rm N (11)
Control Objectives. The basic control objective used to formulate the control problem as an operator equation solution problem, is to drive the system t o a steady state (xstl=xs) with wits output yStl a t a desired level y*, i.e., yStl = y .
An alternative (and as it turns out, simpler) definition of the control objective, is t o disregard the state evolutiog and opt for driving the system output at*ys+1 = y , or, i n a more genera fashion at ys+n = y , where n is a fixed number of forward steps.
Control Operator Equations.
To each control objective corresponds an operator equation.
The following operator equations are generated by t h e objectives above respectively and (for n=l) 1, being the identity matrix.
Control law computations t o achieve the objective can be based on iterative algorithms for the solution of (12) and (13 The statements and theorem are proved i n Economoul .
The results hold for any vector norm and its associated induced operator norm.
[ : : Iu n i t circle.
Closed Loop Stability
Consider the discrete closed loop system consisting of the open loop system (15) and feedback control law (14) .
Augmenting ( Then the sequence x S +~ = F ( x~) , s = 1,2,.,., x1 = ;;
( 1 7 ) converges to the unique solution x* of the operator equation
( 1 8) i n U(x0,r) for every j; c u(x0,rO).
Open Loop Stability Definition (31 becomes:
The main feature of Theorem 1 is that it is not confined to local stability analysis (infinitesimal perturbations), but it establishes the s t a b i l i t y of the nonlinear system to finite perturbations and yields a region of attraction for the equilibrium point.
IV. CONTROL LAW SYNTHESIS VIA THE NEWON METHOD Contraction Principle and Hybrid Newton Control Laws were introduced i n Economoul0 to solve the control operator equation (12) . In the following, some additional control laws for the solution of (13) are developed. To simplify the notions involved, only the case n = 1 (where n is the number of forward steps allowed t o achieve the desired output y*) is treated. To distinguish from the Hybrid Newton Cont r o l Laws, the resulting controllers are called quasi-Newton, the nomenclature to be justified i n the following. (32) is an output deadbezt controller that drives the system output to y within one sampling interval. Its properties are well studied (Kuol3, Franklin and Powell14) and are not repeated here.
Second Quasi-Newton Control Law
An alternate way t o derive a quasi-Newton cont r o l law is by considering the variation to first order of the output map around a state xstl.
Then
xSt2 is the system s t a t e a t t = tSt2, i.e. xst2 = x ( T ; x~+~, us+'), a nodinear function of US+^. ~f ustl is desired which makes the right hand side of (331 zero to first order (and produces ySt2=y*), the equation to be solved (after introducing the usual notation) is: In the context of the Newton methods, i n order to compute that solves (13) to first order, the terms of order 2 and higher are truncated and the l e f t hand side of (29) is s e t t o zero. Furthermore xStl is substituted from (3) and the notation of Section I1 is introduced, yielding:
Solving (30) for uS+1 the control law is obtained:
The algorithm is called quasi-Newton, because although it l o o k s similar to a Newton method, s t r i c t l y speaking it is not and consecutively it is not supported by the Kantorovic Theorem (Kantorovic and Akilow12).
The reason is that in the Newton ;(T;xS+l ,ust1) is approximated t o first order by expansion around us:
x(T;xStl ,ust1) = x(T;xStl ,US) +
The resulting control law (after some algebraic manipulation) is:
where the new quantities, jst2defmd ?stl have the following interpretation: x S +~ = x(T;xStl ,us) is the predicted system output a t t = tstl if the system input is t o be h8# a t us over the (s+llth sampling interval. fS+l = axst1 /aus is the corresponding derivative, obtained as i n Section E. 
T h i s shows that for linear systems (37) and (32) are identical, therefore (37) is also an output deadbeat controller.
Asymptotic behavior for large sampling times
It can be shown that as the sampling time T + =, (31) and (36) become identical to a basic Newton method for the solution of the system of algebraic nonlinear equations that characterize the steady s t a t e of the system governed by (11, The implication is that t h e control law stabili t y for large sampling times can be studied in terms of the convergence properties of a Newton algorithm for the solution of a system of algebraic equations.
Modified Newton Algorithms
When t h e sth iterate of the Newton method is relatively far away from the solution, it is common practice to improve the convergence properties by introducing the relaxation factor A. To every control law (31), (36), and (32) (or (37)) corresponds a modified algorithm, derived by relaxing the updates by A: Consider the system (39)
Using a sampling time of 0.5 and the quasi-Newton linear control law (321, Fig. 1 shows the system response t o a unit step disturbance at the output, where the dead-beat action is apparent.
Example 2. The following differential-algebraic equations typically appear i n modelling Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors (CSTA) with reversible reactions. They are derived from differential mass and energy balances:
where x1 and x2 are reactant concentrations, x3 is reactor temperature and T i is feed stream temperature, the control input, t h e other variables being reaction constants.
In Fig. 2 The control objective is to operate the reactor as close as possible to t h e maximum conversion point. Two runs of t h e reactor are presented.
In the first case, the system has drifted to a point downhill on the l e f t of maximum conversion, while in the second case the system has drifted downhill to the right. The goal of the respective control schemes is t o recover the system in either case. Figure 3 shows that both controllers perform equally well i n the first case. Fig. 4 
15.
16. Inset is t h e reactor trajectory in t h e temperature-conversion p l a n e ( -1 , and t h e Newton, ( * ) IMC.
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